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ABSTRACT. We introduce a general definition of first homoclinic
tangency, and construct a I-parameter family of planar diffeol11or-
phisms from Smale's n-fold horseshoe diffeomorphism, which has
the first homoclinic tangency that is a first bifurcation introduced
by Palis and Takens. Moreover, the limit capacity of its maximal
invariant set associated with this first bifurcation can be as small
as is required.
1. INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT Of THE FIRST TANGENCY
HOlllocIinic tangencies play an ill1portant role in the study of bi-
furcations of a 1-paranleter fanlilies of diffeOlllorphisnls [2] [4] [7] [14].
Palis and Takens studied them extensively and presented many results
and problems [8] [9]. Among them is the problem of clarifying the re-
lation between the first bifurcation and the first hO'lnoch:nic tangency
inside the horseshoe. The purpose of this note is to give a brief de-
scription of this problelll along with our lllotives, a.nd give the resu Its
with the outlines of its proofs. Precise proofs are presented in [5] [6].
Here we define our general concept of fhe first tangency for a 1-
parameter fall1ily of planar diffeomorphisms. Let]R2 be a Euclidean
2-dimensional space, and r..p : ]R2 -+ ]R2 be a C1 diffeonl0rphism. For
each integer n > 2, we say that e.p has an affine· type-'J1 horseshoe, e.g.
n = 3 for the left panel in Figure 1, if there exists a square Q C ]R2
mapped by e.psuch that e.p( Q) pa.sses through Q 17. tilnes, 1, 2, 3 a.nd
4 are mapped to I', 2', 3' and 4', respectively, and that e.p is affine
and preserves both horizontal and vertical directions on e.p-l (Q) n Q
[1] [12]. We denote the maxirnal invatiant subset of Q under e.p by A,
i.e. A = niEZ r..pi( Q), which is calledtype-n horseshoe. Specially, in the
case of n = 2 it is called just a h01'seshoe. It is well known that r..pIAis
topologically conjugate to the shift map of ~n which is the set of all
doubly-infinite sequences of n symbols, and that A is a hyperbolic set
for ep [IIJ [12].









We now consider a 1-parameter family of C1 diffeomorphisms on
lR.2, denoted by {<pJ1 j J.L E I} where I == [0, 1], such that <Po has
an affine type-n horseshoe. So <po has n saddles in the horseshoe
[11]. For n == 3, if we restrict our attention to one of three saddles,
which is denoted by po, then we obtain such a configuration of stable
and unstable separat1'ices of po as shown in the left panel in Figure
1, which are denoted by W-'(Po) and WU(Po), respectively, see [3] [9].
In this situation, each intersection between W-'(Po) and WU(Po) is
transverse, which is called transverse homoclinic point. When stahle.
and unstable separatrices are tangent to each other, it is called a
homoclinic tangency [10] [13]. 'We also denote the maximal invariant
subset of Q under <pJ1 by AJ1 , and assume that, for every J.L E (0, 1],
there exists a saddle 'PJl. that is the continuation of the saddle Po [7]. It
is clear that, for J.L near 0, there exists a disk DJ1 C Q as shown in the
right panel in Figure 1 such that DJ1 :) AJ1j 8DJ1 C W U (pJ1) U W-'(pJl.),
where 8DJl. is the boundary of DJ1 , and niEZ <p~(DJ1) is equal to Aw
Let n(<pJl.) be the nonwandering set of <Pw We also assume that AJ1 ==
n(<pJl.) n DJl.' and n(<pJ1)\AJ1 consists of a finite number of hyperbolic
periodic points. In this situation, we say that {<pJ1 : J.L E I} has a first
(homoclinic) tangency at J.L == 1, if the family satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) for any J.L < 1, all intersections of W"(pJl.) and WU(pJl.) are
transversal j
(2) For J.L == 1, it has an orbit of contact-breaking homoclinic tan-
gency on the boundary of DJ1 and there is no other orbit of
homoclinic tangency.
When n == 2, i.e. {<pJ1 : J.L. E I} has an affine type-2 horseshoe for J.L == 0





fl. = 0, 1 are as shown in Figure 2, respectively, [7] [9].
2. 1vloTIVES AND MAIN RESULTS
For a first tangency as defined in the previous subsection , Palis and
Takens [9] posed the question:
((Whether this first tangency is a first bifurcation or not")
where the first bifurcation means that, for any fl. < 1, 'P/l satisfies
Axiom A and the transversality condition, that is, it is globally stable.
We have an answer to this problem for a special case:
Theorem 2.1 ([5]). There exists a special i-parameter family of 0 1
diffeomorphisms near type-2 horseshoe diffeomorphism such that its
first tangency is a first bifurcation.
The above special I-parameter family was obtained by locally modify-
ing a planar 0 1 diffeomorphism which has an affinetype-2 horseshoe





in the left panel in Figure 3. If the contracting eigenvalue is very
small, as shown in the right panel in Figure 3, we do not know how to
construct a I-parameter family such that its first tangency is a first
bifurcation.
We have some fractal dimensions available for the Cantor set which
is defined as the intersection between the separatrix and the maximal
invariant subset for the I-parameter family, that is W"(p~) n A~ or
W U(pJ.4) n Aw Among them some numerical invariants distinguish
betwee.n the left situation and the right situation in Figure 3, so that
their values for the Cantor set in the left situation are greater than
those for the right situation in Figure 3. Results by Palis and Takens
[8] [9] suggest the importance of the limit capacity, which is one of
such numerical invariants, of the Cantor set, for the study of the first
bifurcation. For the Cantor set !( = W"(p~) n AJ.4 or WU(pJ.4) n A~, the
limit capacity is defined as d(!() = lim SUPe-+O lo~~J:<), where N e(!()
is the minimum number of balls of radius E needed to cover !(. Their
results also suggest that the study of homoclinic bifurcation with small
limit capacities is e~ier than that with large limit capacities. However,
we were not able to obtain a first tangency with small limit capacities
in [5]. In order to study about the bifurcations associated with the
first tangency, we need such a first tangency. Therefore, we now have
the motive:
"Is it possible to construct a -i-parameter family having the first tan-
gency, which is also a first bifurcation, inside the maximal invariant
subset with a very., small limit capacity?"
To answer this question, we construct a special I-parameter family,
for n > 3, from a type-n horseshoe diffeomorphism with very small
limit capacities. Our second result now follows: '
Theorem 2.2 ([6]). For any c > 0, there is a real number 8(c) > 0
such that, for each 0 < 8 < 8(c), there exists a special i-parameter
family of planar C1 diffeomorphism {epJ.4 ; J-L E" I} depending on 8,
which satisfies "the following two conditions:
(1) it has the first tangency at f-L = 1, which is a first bifurcation,.
(2) d(W"(pt) n Ad + d(WU(pd n Ad < c.
3. OUTLINES OF THE PROOFS
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.1. First, for 0 < 8 < 1/2 and a unit
square D, we take a precise form of type-2 horseshoe C1 diffeomor-
phism ep which has the saddle p such that A = t - <5 where A is the
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contracting eigenvalue of (d<p )p, as shown in the left panel in Figure
4. We also define a C t perturbation 'l11J. on V = Vl U V2 as in Fig-
ure 4 such that it compresses the vertical lines in Vi, and slides the
points in V2 downward as p, increases from 0 to 1. We denote 'l11J. 0 <p
by eplJ. which is called a special I-parameter family, and denote the
maximal invariant subset of D under <p,J. by AIJ.' From the construc-
tion of this family, it also depends on 6. We write, for any 0 < p, < I,
VIJ. = {x = (05, u) E D 10 < s < I, I-p,o < u < I} which is shown in
Figure 5, In the next proposition, for 0 < p, < 1, x E AlJ.nVIJ. and n > 0
such that <p~(x) E VIJ., we construct an unstable cone CIJ.(x) C T,;lI~2
for 0 < 0 < Ok such that (d<P:)zCIJ.(x) C CIJ.(<p~(x)) and that the
length of any nonzero vector in CIJ.(x) is expanded exponentially. The
stable cone field can be constructed by taking the complement of the
unstable cone field.





there is a continuous unstable cone field satisfying the above properties.
Next, we construct a partition for the above Aw The continuous
cone fields over Ap. are obtained for this partition by using some locally
linear interpolation of the angle of the cone, . These cone fields assure
the hyperbolicity of this family and the transversality of the stable
and unstable separatrices for 0 ~ J.L < 1. 0
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.2. The special I-parameter family <.pp.
(= \II p. 0 <.p) in this theorem is composed of the type-3 horseshoe C 1
diffeomorphism <.p and the C1 perturbation \II p. on the open set V as
shown in Figure 6. The components of <.p(D) n D, where D is a unit
square, are denoted by" ~, R 1 and R2 as in Figu.re 6. We assume that
p(Ro, Rd > p(R1 , R2 ), and write 0 = p(R 1 , R2)!2, where p is the
Euclidean metric. For some Oh > 0, similarly as in Theorem 2.1, we
construct the I-parameter family satisfying the hyperbolicity and the
transversality condition. Moreover, we estimate the limit capacity of
W"(p) n Ap. as
d" d( "() ) l' log 3
n
p. = W p n Ap. < 1m l (' r)'-1




- n-O -log('\ + 8)n
where ,\ is the contracting eigenvalue of (dc..pp.)p. Similarly, d~ -
d(WU(p) nAp.) is estimated. Then we get the I-parameter family
such that, for any 6 > 0, there is 8, > °depending on c such that
d~ + d~ < c for each 0 < 0 < 0,. We now write 8(6) = min{8h , 8,},





















'vVe believe that the above two results will be extended to higher
diluensions, e.g. a special I-parameter falni1y call probably be con-










Professor F. Ta.kens posed us a. new problen1 of the relation be-
tween the hOlTIoc1inic tangency and the first bifurcation a.s follows.
Let {<P~L ; /.1. E JR.} be a I-pararneter fatuily of diffeo1l10rphislTIS on JR.2
satisfying <Po has an affine horseshoe. Let Ao be the horseshoe for
'Po, a.nd let A,L be the 1113,xi111al invariant subset for 'PII. which is t.he
continuation of Ao as long as A'L is a hyperbolic set. \/lie write
/10 = sup {{l.E JR. I AIL is a hyperbolic set} a.nd
/11 = inf {p, E JR. I <P~L ha.s a hon10clinic t.a,ngency} .
Problenl. In the above situation) is thc1'c a I-pat'am,etcr fam£ly of
planar diffeo17wTphism.s such that {to < /ll? IVloreovcr, is there an
open set of C2 arcs of planar difJeonwrphism,s such th.at flo < III ?
We have 110 answer to this question.
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